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Strictly contractive quantum channels and physically realizable quantum computers
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We study the robustness of quantum computers under the influence of errors modeled by strictly contractive
channels. A channelT is defined to be strictly contractive if, for any pair of density operatorsr, s in its domain,
iTr2Tsi1<kir2si1 for some 0<k,1 ~herei•i1 denotes the trace norm!. In other words, strictly contrac-
tive channels render the states of the computer less distinguishable in the sense of quantum detection theory.
Starting from the premise that all experimental procedures can be carried out with finite precision, we argue
that there exists a physically meaningful connection between strictly contractive channels and errors in physi-
cally realizable quantum computers. We show that, in the absence of error correction, sensitivity of quantum
memories and computers to strictly contractive errors grows exponentially with storage time and computation
time, respectively, and depends only on the constantk and the measurement precision. We prove that strict
contractivity rules out the possibility of perfect error correction, and give an argument that approximate error
correction, which covers previous work on fault-tolerant quantum computation as a special case, is possible.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since it was first realized@1# that maintaining reliable
operation of a large-scale~multiqubit! quantum computer in
the presence of environmental noise, as well as under
combined influence of unavoidable imprecisions in st
preparation, manipulation, and measurement, will pose q
a formidable obstacle to any experimental realization of
computer@2#, many researchers have expended a consi
able effort devising various schemes for the ‘‘stabilization
quantum information.’’ These schemes include, e.g., qu
tum error-correcting codes~QECC’s! @3#, noiseless quantum
codes@4#, decoherence-free subspaces@5#, and noiseless sub
systems@6#. ~The last three of these schemes boil down
essentially the same thing, but are arrived at by differ
means.! However, each of these schemes relies for its e
cacy upon explicit assumptions about the nature of the e
mechanism. Quantum error-correcting codes@3#, for in-
stance, perform best when different qubits in the compu
are affected by independent errors. On the other hand, s
lization strategies that are designed to handle collective
rors @4–6# make extensive use of various symmetry arg
ments in order to demonstrate existence of the so-ca
‘‘noiseless subsystems,’’ i.e., subsystems that are effecti
decoupled from the environment, even though the comp
as a whole certainly remains affected by errors.

In a recent publication@7#, Zanardi unified the description
of all above-mentioned schemes via a common algeb
framework, thereby reducing the conditions for efficient s
bilization of quantum information to those based on symm
try considerations. The validity of this framework will ulti
mately be decided by the experiment, but it is also qu
important to test its applicability in a theoretical setting th
would make as minimal of an assumption as possible c
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cerning the exact nature of the error mechanism, and
would serve as an abstract embodiment of the concept
physically realizable~i.e., nonideal! quantum computer.

In this respect, the assumption of a finite precision@8# of
all physically realizable state preparation, manipulation, a
registration procedures is particularly important, and c
even be treated as an empirical given. This premise is g
eral enough to subsume~a! fundamental limitations imposed
by the laws of quantum physics~e.g., impossibility of reli-
able discrimination between any two density operators w
nonorthogonal supports!, ~b! practical constraints impose
by the specific experimental setting~e.g., impossibility of
synthesizing any quantum state or any quantum opera
with arbitrary precision!, and~c! environment-induced noise

As a rule, imprecisions in the preparation and measu
ment procedures will give rise to imprecisions in the buildi
blocks of the computer~gates! because the precision of an
experimental characterization of these gates will always
affected by the precision of the preparation and measurem
steps involved in such characterization. Conversely, pr
sion of quantum gates will affect precision of measureme
because the closeness of conditional probability meas
~say, in total variation norm@9#!, conditioned on the gate
used, is bounded above by the closeness of any two quan
gates in question@10#.

The central goal of this paper is to offer an argument t
the concept of astrictly contractivequantum channel yields a
natural ~and very economical! embodiment of the above
finite-precision assumption. Defining a suitable distan
functiond(•,•) on the set of density operators, we say tha
channelT is strictly contractive~with respect tod! if there
exists somekP@0,1) such that, for any pairr, s of density
operators, we have the uniform estimate

d~Tr,Ts!<kd~r,s!. ~1!

For instance, the much studied depolarizing channe
strictly contractive~with respect to the trace-norm distanc
©2002 The American Physical Society06-1
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MAXIM RAGINSKY PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 032306
to be defined later!. If we assume the dominant error mech
nism of the computer to be strictly contractive, then the c
stant k can be thought of as a quantitative measure of
computer’s~im!precision. While this approach may certain
be criticized as reductionist@11#, its merit lies in the fact that
it brings out many essential features of physically realiza
quantum computers without invoking more specific assum
tions.

Let us give a ‘‘sneak preview’’ of what is coming up. Fir
of all, we establish that the set of all strictly contracti
channels on a particular quantum system~computer! Q is
dense in the set of all channels onQ. Since finite-precision
measurements cannot distinguish a dense subset from its
sure @12#, we draw the conclusion that strictly contractiv
quantum channels~SCQC’s! serve as a physically meaning
ful abstract model of errors in physically realizable comp
ers. This conclusion is further supported by the fact that
the presence of a strictly contractive error mechanism,
probability of correctly discriminating between any tw
equiprobable quantum states is bounded away from unity~or,
equivalently, no two density operators in the image o
SCQC have orthogonal supports!. Next we use a particularly
important property of SCQC’s, namely, existence a
uniqueness of their fixed points to obtain uniform dimensio
independent estimates of decoherence rates of noisy qua
memories and computers. We also take up the question o
possibility of the error correction~stabilization!. In this re-
gard, we obtain a rather strong result that strictly contrac
channels admit no noiseless subsystems. The proof of
claim utilizes ideas from the representation theory of ope
tor algebras@13,14# and depends in an essential way on t
property of strict contractivity.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introdu
the necessary background on quantum states and channe
well as some relevant facts from the operator theory. Stri
contractive quantum channels are introduced in Sec.
where we show that the set of strictly contractive channel
dense in the set of all channels. Then, in Sec. IV, we give
interpretation of strict contractivity in the framework of op
timum quantum hypothesis testing~Sec. IV A! and then use
the fixed point theorem for strictly contractive channels
obtain estimates on decoherence rates of noisy quan
memories and computers~Sec. IV B!. In Sec. IV C, we
present the proof of nonexistence of noiseless subsystem
the presence of SCQC’s. The possibility of approximate e
correction is addressed in Sec. IV D. Finally, in Sec. V,
present concluding remarks and outline some open ques
and directions for future research.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. On notation

In this paper we will adhere to the following notation
conventions. First of all, the operator adjoint toX will be
denoted byX* , as is usually done in mathematical physi
literature. Second, density operators will be denoted byr and
s ~with subscripts, whenever necessary!. We will use capital
Latin letters to denote all other operators; whenever no
biguity may arise, the action of a mappingX on a density
03230
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operatorr will be written asXr. Finally, the Pauli matrices
will be written as§ i , i P$1,2,3%.

B. States

Let H be a finite-dimensional Hilbert space associa
with the computerQ, and let B~H! be the algebra of all
bounded operators onH @since dimH,`, the qualification
‘‘bounded’’ is patently unnecessary, but we will retain th
notationB~H!, following standard usage#. The set

S~H!ª$rPB~H!ur>0;trr51% ~2!

is the set of all density operators~states! of Q. We can define
a few norms onB~H!; sinceH is finite-dimensional, all norm
topologies on it are equivalent. First, we have the opera
norm

iXiª sup
cPH;ici51

iXci , ; XPB~H!. ~3!

We can also define the class of Schattenp-norms@15#. For
any XPB(H), we let uXuª(X* X)1/2, so that

iXipª~ truXup! l /p, ; XPB~H!;p51,2, . . . . ~4!

The Schatten 1-norm is better known as the trace norm
the casep52, we recover the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. In fac
for anyXPB(H), iXip→iXi asp→`. For this reason, we
can identify the operator normi•i with i•i` . All these
norms possess a very important property of unitary inva
ance @15#: for any unitariesU, V, and anyXPB(H), we
have

iUXVip5iXip , p51,2,...,̀ . ~5!

The trace norm can be given a natural interpretation a
distance between density operators@16#. First of all, for any
rPS(H), we haveiri151. Of especial importance is th
fact that, for any pairr, sPS(H), the trace-norm distance
ir2si1 achieves its maximum value of 2 if and only
rs50 ~i.e., if and only ifr ands have orthogonal supports!.
In the case of two pure statesuf&^f u and uc&^c u, this condi-
tion reduces tô fuc&50, i.e., the corresponding state ve
tors f, cPH are orthogonal. As we will see in Sec. IV, th
trace-norm distance also figures prominently in the fram
work of optimal quantum hypothesis testing.

To close our discussion of states, we give two import
characterizations of the trace-norm distance. LetX be a self-
adjoint operator. Then we can writeX as a difference of two
positive operators with orthogonal supports:X5X12X2 ,
whereX6ª(uXu6X)/2. This is referred to as the orthogon
decomposition ofX. ThenuXu5X11X2 , and

iXi15iX1i11iX21i1[tr X11tr X2 . ~6!

Now let r, s be a pair of density operators. Writingr2s
5R12R2 , we observe that tr(r2s)50 implies trR1

5tr R2 , and hence

ir2si152 trR1 . ~7!

Another useful relation is
6-2
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STRICTLY CONTRACTIVE QUANTUM CHANNELS AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A65 032306
ir2si152 max
0<F<1

tr F~r2s!, ~8!

where1 is the identity operator, and the inequality 0<F<1
should be taken to meanF>0 and12F>0. In fact, since
the set of all suchF is convex, the maximum of the linea
functional in Eq. ~8! is attained on an extreme point o
$Fu0<F<1%, namely, on the projectorP1 defined by

P1R15R1 , P1R250. ~9!

C. Channels

In quantum theory, the reversible evolutions of a clos
quantum system correspond to the automorphismsS(H)
→US(H)U* with a unitaryU, i.e., for anyrPS(H), we
haver°TUrªUrU* . The mapTU : S(H)→S(H) is af-
fine, trace-preserving, and positive~we will call a map posi-
tive if it takes positive operators to positive operators!. Since
any affine map on density operators can be uniquely
tended to a linear map on self-adjoint operators@17#, we can
takeTU to be linear. Most importantly,TU is invertible with
TU

21rªU* rU.
The general irreversible evolutionT: S(H)→S(H) of an

open quantum system will no longer be given by an au
morphismU•U* . We must accordingly modify the require
ments imposed onT. It is obvious that we have to drop th
invertibility condition, so thatT is now a trace-preserving
positive linear map onS~H! ~we can then extend it, by lin
earity, to self-adjoint trace-class operators!. However, posi-
tivity alone is not sufficient. In order forT to represent a
physically admissible evolution, it must becompletely posi-
tive @18#, i.e., the mapT^ idn , where idn is the identity op-
erator on the spaceMn(C) of n3n complex matrices, mus
be positive for alln. Unitary evolutionsTU obviously satisfy
all these requirements. In fact, we can also include s
transformations as measurements into this framework by
quiring all admissible evolutions to be trace-nonincreas
completely positive linear maps onS~H!, i.e., for any r
PS(H), we have trTr<tr r, so that

r°
Tr

tr Tr
. ~10!

Then trTr can be naturally interpreted as the condition
probability of transformationT occurring, given that the sys
tem is initially in the stater. We will call any trace-
preserving completely positive linear map onS~H! a
channel.

There are many useful structure theorems for comple
positive maps. For instance, the Kraus representation t
rem @12# states that, for any completely positive mapT:
B(H)→B(H), there exists a collection$Ki% of bounded op-
erators such that

T~X!5(
i

KiXKi* , ; XPB~H!. ~11!

If T is trace-nonincreasing, then we have the bound
03230
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where equality is achieved if and only ifT is trace-
preserving. In addition, ifT is a unital channel, i.e.,T(1)
51, then we also have

(
i

KiKi* 51. ~13!

Now we must adopt a suitable metric on the set of
completely positive maps onB~H!. One possible candidate i
the metric induced by the operator norm

iTiª sup
XPB~H!;iXi51

iT~X!i . ~14!

Unfortunately, the operator norm is rather ill behaved@19#: it
is not stable with respect to tensor products. In particula
T is a positive map, then the normiT^ idni can in general
increase withn. A good choice then is the metric induced b
the norm of complete boundedness@19# ~or cb- norm!, de-
fined as

iTicbªsup
n

iT^ idni . ~15!

This norm has appeared, under different guises, in Refs.@16#,
@20#, and@21#. For any self-adjoint trace-class operatorX on
H and any two mapsS,Ton B~H! with finite cb-norm~in the
case of finite-dimensionalH, this is always true@19#!, we
have the relations@20#

iT~X!i1<iTicbiXi1 , ~16!

iTSicb<iTicbiSicb, ~17!

iT^ Sicb5iTicbiSicb. ~18!

Furthermore, for any channelT, we have@22# iTicb51.
If two channelsT,S are close in cb-norm, then, for an

density operatorr, the corresponding statesTr,Sr are close
in trace norm since, from Eq.~16!, it follows that

iTr2Sri15i~T2S!ri1<iT2Sicb. ~19!

In fact, the above estimate cannot be loosened by adjoinin
second system with the Hilbert spaceK in some states,
entangling the two systems through some channelK on
S(H^ K), and then comparing the channelsT^ R and S
^ R, whereR is some suitably chosen channel onS~K!. This
is evident from the estimate

i~T^ R!K~r ^ s!2~S^ R!K~r ^ s!i1<iT2Sicb,
~20!

which can be easily obtained by repeated application of E
~16!–~18!. In other words, as far as the cb-norm distinguis
ability criterion is concerned, entangling the system with
auxiliary system will not improve the distinguishability o
the channelsT andS. The cb-norm, however, is an extreme
strong distinguishability measure: its definition already a
counts for optimization with respect to entanglement and
6-3
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MAXIM RAGINSKY PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 032306
put states over Hilbert spaces of very large~but finite! di-
mension. There exist weaker measures of the cha
distinguishability~such as the channel fidelity@23#!, which
describe how channels may be distinguished with only fin
resources. Using these weaker criteria, one may show
entanglement does improve practical distinguishability
both states and channels@24#.

Before we go on, we must mention that, for the pres
purposes, we only need to consider channels that map op
tors on some Hilbert spaceH to operators on the same Hi
bert space. In general, this does not have to be true.
instance, if the Hilbert space in question is a tensor prod
H1^ H2 , then the partial trace overH2 can be treated as
channel tr2 : S(H1^ H2)→S(H1).

D. Some facts from operator theory

We close Sec. II by listing some facts from opera
theory, which will be necessary in the sequel. LetX be a
metric space with the corresponding metricd(•,•). An op-
eratorA: X→X is called acontraction if, for any x, yPX,
d(Ax,Ay)<d(x,y), and astrict contraction if there exists
somekP@0,1) such thatd(Ax,Ay)<kd(x,y). If X is a com-
plete metric space, then the contraction mapping princ
@25# states that any strict contractionA on X has a unique
fixed point. In other words, the problemAx5x has a unique
solution onX. If Y is a closed subset ofX, then it follows
that any strict contractionA: Y→Y has a unique fixed poin
on Y.

Strict contractivity is a remarkably strong property. I
deed, if we pick anyyPY, then the sequence of iteratesAny
converges to the fixed pointy0 of A exponentially fast, be-
cause

d~Any,y0!5d~Any,Any0!<knd~y,y0!. ~21!

This fact is of tremendous use in numerical analysis wh
one wants to solve a fixed-point problemAy5y via iteration
method with some initial guessŷ. If the operatorA is a strict
contraction on a closed subset of a complete metric sp
then for any choice ofŷ, the iteration method is guarantee
to zero in on the solution inO(loge21) steps, wheree is the
desired precision.

It should be noted that the existence and uniqueness
fixed point of some operatorA are, by themselves, not suffi
cient to guarantee convergence of the sequence of ite
Any for any pointy in the domain ofA. Indeed, according to
the Leray-Schauder-Tychonoff theorem@25#, any continuous
map on a compact convex subset of a locally convex spacX
has at least one fixed point. Furthermore, any weak cont
tion on a compact subsetC of a Banach space, i.e., a mapW:
C→C with the propertyiWx2Wyi,ix2yi for any x, y
PC, has a unique fixed point@26#. The key to the rapid
convergence in Eq.~21! is the fact that a strict contractionA:
Y→Y shrinks distances between points ofY uniformly.

III. STRICTLY CONTRACTIVE QUANTUM CHANNELS

A. Definition and examples

Let H be the finite-dimensional Hilbert space associa
with some quantum systemQ. Then, as follows easily from
Eq. ~16!, any channelT on S~H! is a contraction
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iTr2Tsi1<ir2si1 , ; r,sPS~H!. ~22!

In other words, no channel can make anyr, s more distin-
guishable. For a channelT, we define thecontractivity modu-
lus

k~T!ª sup
r,sPS~H!

iTr2Tsi1

ir2si1
. ~23!

Any channelT with k(T),1 is strictly contractive, and thus
has a unique fixed pointrTPS(H).

The depolarizing channelDp , 0,p,1, whose action on
an arbitraryrPS(H) is given by

Dprªp
1
d

1~12p!r, ~24!

where d5dimH, is manifestly strictly contractive with
k(Dp)512p. The maximally mixed state1/d is the unique
fixed point ofDp for any p. Whend52, so thatH5C2, the
action ofDp on S~H! can be visualized as a uniform resca
ing of the Bloch-Poincare´ ball by a factor ofk(Dp), and the
term ‘‘strictly contractive’’ thus becomes especially apt.
also turns out that, for any two depolarizing channelsDp and
Dq , their tensor product is also strictly contractive. In ord
to show this, we use the fact that a density operator
C2

^ C2 can be written as@27#

r5
1

4 S 1^ 11(
k

ak§k^ 11(
k

bk1^ §k1(
k,l

ukl§k^ § l D ,

~25!

where the vectoraª(a1 ,a2 ,a3) and bª(b1 ,b2 ,b3) are
the coherence vectorsof the first and second qubit, respe
tively, while the matrixU with entriesukl is called thecor-
relation tensorof r. The action of the depolarizing chann
on an arbitrary operatorXPB(C2) can be described as

Dp~X!5p~ tr X!
1
2

1~12p!X ~26!

@if X is a density operator, this reduces to Eq.~24!#. Thus
Dp§k5(12p)§k , which yields

~Dp^ Dq!r5
1

4 S 1^ 11~12p!(
k

ak§k^ 11~12q!(
k

bk1

^ §k1~12p!~12q!(
k,l

ukl§k^ § l D . ~27!

It is then straightforward to verify thatTpqªDp^ Dq is
strictly contractive withk(Tpq)5max@(12p),(12q)#. In par-
ticular, the channelDp^ Dp is strictly contractive with
k(Dp^ Dp)5k(Dp)512p. Strict contractivity of the prod-
uct channelDp^ Dp provides an alternate explanation of th
fact that the use of entanglement cannot improve the dis
guishability of classical signals transmitted through the
polarizing channel@28#.
6-4
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STRICTLY CONTRACTIVE QUANTUM CHANNELS AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A65 032306
In fact, since the trace-norm distance between any
density operators onC2 is just the Euclidean distance be
tween their Bloch-Poincare´ vectors, any strictly contractive
channel onS(C2) can be pictured as a rescaling of the Bloc
Poincare´ ball ~which may not be isotropic, as long as th
maximum of the scaling ratio over all directions is strict
less than 1!, possibly followed by translation and rotation. A
shown in Ref.@29#, for any channelT on B(C2) @which is
just the spaceM2(C) of 232 complex matrices#, there exist
unitariesU,V and vectorsv,tPR3 such that

Tr5U@Tv,t~VrV* !#U* , ~28!

where the action ofTv,t is defined, with respect to the bas
$1,§1 ,§2 ,§3%, as

Tv,t~w011w•§!ªw011@ t1~diagv!w#•§ . ~29!

Assuming thatv and t are such that the mapT is indeed a
channel@29#, we see thatT is strictly contractive wheneve
maxiP$1,2,3% uv i u,1. In fact, the contractivity modulus ofT
satisfies

k~T!5 max
i P$1,2,3%

uv i u. ~30!

If T1 , T2 are unital strictly contractive channels onS(C2),
then the product channelT1^ T2 is strictly contractive on
S(C2

^ C2). Given a representation~28! of a channelT on
S(C2), we see thatT is unital if and only ift[0. Specifically,
for T1 andT2 we have

T1r5U1@Tv1,0~V1rV1* !#U1* , ~31!

T2r5U2@Tv2,0~V2rV2* !#U2* . ~32!

Thus the action of the channelT1^ T2 on a density operato
r overC2

^ C2 is a successive application of the unitary cha
nel (V1^ V2)•(V1* ^ V2* ), the rescaling transformationTv1,0

^ Tv2,0 , and the unitary channel (U1^ U2)•(U1* ^ U2* ) to r.
By unitary invariance of the trace norm, we only need
consider the effect ofTv1,0^ Tv2,0 . Writing r in the form of
Eq. ~25!, we obtain

~Tv1,0^ Tv2,0!r5
1

4 S 1^ 11(
k

vk
~1!ak§k^ 11(

k
vk

~2!bk1

^ §k1(
k,l

vk
~1!v l

~2!ukl§k^ § l D , ~33!

wherev j
( i ) , i P$1,2%, j P$1,2,3%, denotes thej th component

of vi . By inspection,

k~T1^ T2!5max
i , j

uv j
~ i !u. ~34!

If at least one of the channelsT1 and T2 is not unital, the
tensor product channelT5T1^ T2 may not be strictly con-
tractive, even ifT1 andT2 are. This stems from the fact tha
03230
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in this case, the effect ofT on the correlation tensorU of r is
determined not only byT, but also byr through the coher-
ence vectorsa andb.

It is quite easy to see that any unital strictly contracti
channel maps all states to mixed states. Letd5dimH. Then,
for any unit vectorcPH, we have

I uc&^cu2
1
dI

1

5
2~d21!

d
~35!

~this can be readily proved by expanding1 with respect to an
orthonormal basis containingc!. Now suppose thatT is a
strictly contractive unital channel that mapsuc&^cu to some
other pure stateuf&^fu. Then

ITuc&^cu2
T1
d I

1

5 I uc&^fu2
1
dI

1

5
2~d21!

d
. ~36!

Furthermore, we must also have

ITuc&^cu2
T1
d I

1

<k~T!I uc&^cu2
1
dI

1

. ~37!

Hence,k(T)>1, which is a contradiction, sincek(T),1 for
any strictly contractive channel.

We can show that there exist channels that are not stri
contractive, and yet contain no pure states in their image.
T be an arbitrary channel onS~H!. According to the Leray-
Schauder-Tychonoff theorem,T has at least one fixed poin
on S~H!. Let us adjoin another system with the associa
Hilbert spaceK. Then the channelT^ id onS(H^ K) cannot
be strictly contractive because, for any fixed pointrT of T
and anysPS(K), the product density operatorrT^ s is a
fixed point ofT^ id. The channelT^ id is not even weakly
contractive, because it preserves the trace-norm distance
tween any two of its fixed points. However, if the image
S~H! under T contains no pure states, then the image
S(H^ K) underT^ id contains no pure states either becau
of the relation@30#

inf
rPS~H!

S~Tr!5 inf
rPS~H^ K!

S~@T^ id#r!, ~38!

whereS(r) is the von Neumann entropy of the stater.

B. Strictly contractive channels are dense in the set of all
channels

As we have mentioned in the Introduction, finite-precisi
measurements cannot distinguish a dense subset from its
sure. Let us make this statement more precise. Suppos
are presented with some quantum systemQ in an unknown
stater, and we are trying to estimate the state. Any phy
cally realizable apparatus will have finite resolutione, so that
all statesr8 with ir2r8i1,e are considered indistinguish
able fromr. Now, if H is the Hilbert space associated wi
Q, and if S is a dense subset ofS~H!, then, by the definition
of a dense subset, for anye.0 and anyrPS(H), there will
always be somesPS such thatir2si1,e.
6-5
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The same reasoning also applies to distinguishability
quantum channels, except now the appropriate measur
closeness is furnished by the cb-norm. Thus, if an exp
ment utilizes some apparatus with resolutione, then any two
channelsT,Swith iT2Sicb,e are considered indistinguish
able from each other. There is, however, no fundamental
ference between the distinguishability of states and chan
because any experiment purporting to distinguish any
channelsT andSconsists in preparing the apparatus in so
stater and then making some measurements that would
the statesTr andSr apart from each other. Then, since f
any stater1 iTr2Sri1<iT2Sicb, the resolving power of
the apparatus that will distinguish betweenT andS is limited
by the resolving power of the apparatus that will distingu
betweenTr andSr.

In this regard, we have the following.
Proposition 1. Let C(H) be the set of all channels o

S~H!, whereH is the Hilbert space associated with the sy
tem Q. Then the setCsc(H) of all strictly contractive chan-
nels onS~H! is a i•icb-dense convex subset ofC(H).

Proof. We show convexity first. SupposeT1 , T2
PCsc(H). Define the channelSªlT11(12l)T2 , 0,l
,1. Then, for anyr, sPS(H), we have the estimate

iSr2Ssi1<liT1r2T1si11~12l!iT2r2T2si1

<@lk~T1!1~12l!k~T2!#ir2si1 . ~39!

Defining kªmax@k(T1),k(T2)#, we get

iSr2Ssi1<kir2si1 . ~40!

SinceT1 , T2 are strictly contractive,k,1, and thereforeS
PCsc(H). To prove density, let us fix somesPS(H). Now
the mapKs : rPS(H)°s is obviously a channel, which is
furthermore trivially strictly contractive because it maps
density operatorsr to s. Given e.0, pick some positiven
such that 1/n,e. For anyTPC(H), define

Tnª
1

2n
Ks1S 12

1

2nDT. ~41!

Clearly,TnPCsc(H), and the estimate

iT2Tnicb5
1

2n
iT2Ksicb<

1

n
,e ~42!

finishes the proof. j
This proposition indicates that, as far as physically rea

able ~finite-precision! measurements go, there is no way
distinguish any channelT from some strictly contractiveT8
with iT2T8icb,e, wheree is the resolution of the measu
ing apparatus. In this regard, it is interesting to mention t
any channelT with iT2 idicb,e ~for some sufficiently small
e.0! cannot be distinguished from a depolarizing chann
Indeed, letM be the channel that maps all density operat
r to the maximally mixed state1/d, whered5dimH. Then it
suffices to pick some
03230
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iM2 idicb

e2iT2 idicb
, ~43!

so that

iT2D1/nicb<iT2 idicb1~1/n!iM2 idicb,e. ~44!

We note that a convex combination of any channel wit
strictly contractive channel is a strictly contractive chann
Let TPC be an arbitrary channel, and suppose thatT8
PCsc @from now on, we will not mention the Hilbert spac
H when talking about channels onS~H!, unless this omis-
sion might cause ambiguity#. Define, for some 0,l,1, the
channelSªlT1(12l)T8. Then

iSr2Ssi1<liTr2Tsi11~12l!iT8r2T8si1

<@l1~12l!k~T8!#ir2si1 . ~45!

Sincel1(12l)k(T8),1, we conclude thatSPCsc.
Finally, we mention that Proposition 1 implies that the s

Csc
1 of all unital strictly contractive channels is a dense co

vex subset of the setC1 of all unital channels.

IV. IMPLICATIONS FOR QUANTUM INFORMATION
PROCESSING

A. Optimum quantum decision strategies

In this section we explore an interesting connection
tween the contractivity modulus of a channel and quant
detection theory@31#. The archetypal problem in quantum
detection theory is that of optimumM-ary detection. A quan-
tum system is prepared in a stater, drawn from a collection
$r i% i 51

M of M density operators, wherer i is selected with
probability p i . Our task is to determine, as accurately
possible, which stater i has been drawn. On this system w
can perform a measurement described by a positive oper
valued measure~POVM!, i.e., a collection$Fi% i 51

M of opera-
tors that satisfy

0<Fi<1, i 51, . . . ,M , ~46!

(
i 51

M

Fi51. ~47!

We seek a POVM that would solve the optimization proble

P̄c5max
$Fi %

(
i 51

p i tr Fir i , ~48!

subject to the constraints~46! and ~47!. The quantity being
maximized in Eq.~48! is the probability of correct decision
using the POVM$Fi%. We will only consider the caseM
52, wherein the system can be in the stater1 with probabil-
ity p1 , or in the stater2 with probability p2[12p1 . In
this case, we are considering two-element POVM’s$F,1
2F% with 0<F<1, and the optimization problem~48! takes
the form
6-6
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P̄c5 max
0<F<1

@p1 tr Fr11p2 tr~12F !r2#, ~49!

or, equivalently,

P̄c5p21 max
0<F<1

tr@F~p1r12p2r2!#. ~50!

We interpret trFr1 as the conditional probability that th
measurement using the POVM$F,12F% correctly deter-
mines the state of the system to ber1 , similarly, tr(1
2F)r2 is the conditional probability that the stater2 is iden-
tified correctly. Then trFr2 and tr(12F)r1 , respectively, are
the conditional probabilities of mistakingr2 for r1 and vice
versa.

We can easily show that

P̄c5 1
2 1 1

2 ip1r12p2r2i1 . ~51!

Writing down the orthogonal decompositionp1r12p2r2
5R12R2 , we get trR15p12p21tr R2 . Now

max
0<F<1

tr F~R12R2!5tr R1 , ~52!

where the maximum is attained by choosingF to be the
projection operator withFR15R1 andFR250. Since

trup1r12p2r2u5tr R11tr R252 trR11p22p1 ,
~53!

we finally arrive at Eq.~51!, which clearly exhibits the role
of the trace-norm distance in optimum quantum hypothe
testing. It can be proved@32# that P̄c51 if and only if
r1r250, in which caseip1r12p2r2i15p11p251.

Now suppose that the state of the system is given by
of two equiprobable density operatorsr1 , r2 . Suppose, fur-
thermore, thatr1r250, so thatir12r2i152. Then there
exists a measurement that would correctly distinguish
tweenr1 andr2 with probability 1. Since any channelT will
generally decrease the trace-norm distanceir12r2i1 , it can
happen that the statesTr1 andTr2 no longer have orthogo
nal supports, and thus the optimum decision strategy will
with nonzero probabilityPe[12 P̃c .

If T is a weakly contractive channel, then no two dens
operators in its image have orthogonal supports, but
probability of errorPe can, in principle, be made arbitraril
small. If, however,T is strictly contractive, then we have th
following trivial, but important Lemma.

Lemma 1. Let T be a strictly contractive channel. The
for any pair r1 , r2 of equiprobable density operators, th
optimum decision strategy forTr1 andTr2 is such that

P̄c<
11k~T!

2
,1. ~54!

Proof. Fix a pairr1 , r2 of density operators. Then, usin
Eq. ~51!, we get
03230
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P̄c5 1
2 1 1

4 iTr12Tr2i1< 1
2 1

k~T!

4
ir12r2i1 . ~55!

Sinceir12r2i1<2, we obtain Eq.~54!. j
We note that the statement of the above Lemma can

extended to general channels. For instance, ifT is a channel
with the property that there exists at least one pairr, s of
density operators such thatiTr2Tsi15ir2si1 , then the
bound~54! is obviously

P̄c<1. ~56!

If T is a weakly contractive channel, then the inequality~56!

becomes strict, butP̄c can, at least, in principle, be mad
arbitrarily close to 1. This is decidedly not the case for
strictly contractive channel, in which case Lemma 1 sta
that for any pair of equiprobable density operatorsr, s, the
probability P̄c of correctly discriminating between them
bounded away from 1.

The discussion in this section lends further support to
argument that strictly contractive channels serve as an
stract model of errors in physically realizable quantum co
puters. In any realistic setting, no event occurs with the pr
ability exactly equal to unity. For instance, we can nev
prepare a pure stateuc&^cu, but rather a mixture (1
2e)uc&^cu1er, where bothe andr depend on the particu
lars of the preparation procedure. Similarly, the measur
device that would ideally identifyuc&^cu perfectly will in-
stead be realized by (12d)uc&^cu1dF, where d and the
operatorF, 0<F<1, are again determined by practice. If w
assume that, in any physically realizable computer, all s
preparation, manipulation and registration procedures ca
carried out with finite precision, then it is reasonable to e
pect that there exist strict bounds on all probabilities t
figure in the description of the computer’s operation.

B. Decoherence rates of noisy quantum memories
and computers

So far, we have established two important properties
strictly contractive channels. First, any channelT can be ap-
proximated, in cb-norm, by a strictly contractive channelT8,
and there will always be some finite-precision measurem
that will not be able to distinguishT from T8. Second, any
measurement that would, in principle, distinguish some p
r, s of density operators with certainty, will fail with prob
ability at least@12k(T)#/2 in the presence of a strictly con
tractive error channelT. The latter statement can also b
phrased as follows: no two density operators in the ima
TS(H) of S~H! under someTPCsc have orthogonal sup
ports; furthermore, the trace-norm distance between any
density operators inTS(H) is bounded from above by
2k(T).

In this section, we obtain dimension-independent e
mates on decoherence rates of quantum memories and
puters under the influence of strictly contractive noise a
without any error correction~the possibility of error correc-
tion will be addressed in Sec. IV C and Sec. IV D!.
6-7
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We treat quantum memories~registers! first. Suppose tha
we want to store some stater0PS(H) for time t in the
presence of errors modeled by some strictly contrac
channelT. Let t be the decoherence time scale, witht!t,
and let n5 dt/t e. The final state of the register is thenrn
5Tnr0 . If rT is the unique fixed point ofT, then

irn2rTi15iTnr02TnrTi1<k~T!nir02rTi1 . ~57!

In other words, the stater0 , stored in a quantum register i
the presence of strictly contractive noiseT, evolves to the
fixed staterT of T, and the convergence is incredibly rapi
Let us consider a numerical example. Suppose thatk(T)
50.9, and that initially the statesr0 andrT have orthogonal
supports, soir02rTi152. Then, aftern510 iterations~i.e.,
t510t!, we haveirn2rTi1<0.697, and the probability o
correct discrimination betweenrn andrT is only 0.674. Note
that the decoherence rate estimate

r ~n;r0,T!ª
irn2rTi1

ir02rTi1
<k~T!n ~58!

does not depend on the dimension ofH, but only on the
contractivity modulusk(T) and on the relative storage dur
tion n. In other words, quantum registers ofany size are
equally sensitive to strictly contractive errors.

Obtaining estimates on decoherence rates of compute
not so simple because, in general, the sequence$rn%, where
rn is the overall state of the computer aftern computational
steps, does not have to be convergent. Let us first fix
model of a quantum computer. We define@33# an ideal quan-
tum circuit of size nto be an orderedn-tuple of unitariesUi ,
where eachUi is a tensor product of elements of some seG
of universal gates@34#. The setG will in, general, be a dense
subgroup of the groupU(H) of all unitary operators onH.
For some error channelT, aT-noisy quantum circuit of size n
with k error locationsis an ordered (n1k)-tuple containing
n channelsÛ iªUi•Ui* , where the unitariesUi are of the
form described above, as well ask instances ofT. We will
assume, for simplicity, that eachT is preceded and followed
by someÛ i andÛ i 11 , respectively. Based on this definition
the ‘‘noisiest’’ computer for fixedT and n is modeled by a
T-noisy quantum circuit of sizen with n error locations, i.e.,
a 2n-tuple of the form (Û1 ,T,Û2 ,T,...,Ûn ,T). If the initial
state of the computer isr0 , then we will use the notation

rn5S )
i 51

n

TÛi D r0 ~59!

to signify the state of the computer aftern computational
steps. In the above expression, the product sign should
understood in the sense of compositionT+Ûn+¯+T+Û1 .

Given an arbitrary sequence of computational steps,
sequence$rn%, defined by Eq.~59! ~assuming thatn is suf-
ficiently large, i.e., the computation is sufficiently long! need
not be convergent. However, if the channelT is strictly con-
tractive, then, for anye.0, there exists someN0 such that,
for any pair of initial statesr0 , s0PS(H), the statesrn ,
03230
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sn , n>N0 , will be indistinguishable from each other. I
other words, any two sufficiently lengthy computations w
yield nearly the same final state. Using Eq.~59!, as well as
unitary invariance of the trace norm, we obtain

irn2sni15I S )
i 51

n

TÛi D ~r02s0!I
1

<k~T!nir02s0i1 .

~60!

Now suppose that, at the end of the computation, we perf
a measurement with precisione, i.e., any two statesr, s with
ir2si1,e are considered indistinguishable. Then, if t
computation takes at leastN05 d log(e/2)/logk(T)e steps, we
will have irn2sni1,e for all n>N0 . For a numerical il-
lustration, we takek(T)50.9 and e50.01, which yields
N0550. In other words, the result of any computation th
takes more than 50 steps in the presence of a strictly con
tive channelT with k(T)50.9 is untrustworthy since we wil
not be able to distinguish between any two statesr and s
with ir2si1,0.01. Again,N0 depends only on the contrac
tivity modulus ofT and on the measurement precisione, not
on the dimension ofH, at least not explicitly. We note that, i
the state of the computer is a density operator ove
2k-dimensional Hilbert space, then any efficient quantu
computation will takeO„Poly(k)… steps, and therefore th
sensitivity of the computer to errors grows exponentia
with k.

Let us consider some cases where the sequence$rn% does
converge. Suppose first that the channelTPCsc is unital.
Then, since each channelÛ i is unital as well, the sequenc
$rn% converges exponentially fast to the maximally mix
state 1/d, where d5dimH. If the computation employs a
static algorithm, i.e.,Û i5Û for all i ~this is true, e.g., in the
case of Grover’s search algorithm@35#!, then the channelS
ªTÛ is also strictly contractive, andk(S)5k(T) by unitary
invariance of the trace norm. Denoting the fixed point oS
by rS , we then have

irn2rSi15iSnr02SnrSi1<k~T!nirn2rSi1 , ~61!

i.e., the output state of any sufficiently lengthy computati
with a static algorithm will be indistinguishable from th
fixed pointrS of S5TÛ.

C. Impossibility of perfect error correction

After we have seen in the preceding section that quan
memories and computers are ultrasensitive to errors mod
by strictly contractive channels, we must address the issu
error correction~stabilization of quantum information!. Since
we have not made any specific assumptions~beyond strict
contractivity! about the errors affecting the computer, it
especially important to investigate the possibility of err
correction, if only to determine the limitations on the robu
ness of physically realizable quantum computers from
foundational standpoint.

First of all, strict contractivity rules out the possibility o
perfect quantum error-correcting codes@3#. Let us recall the
basics of QECC’s. We seek to protect a quantum system w
6-8
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a k-dimensional HilbertH space by realizing it as a subspa
K ~called thecode! of a largern-dimensional Hilbert space
Hc , known as thecoding space. In other words, the Hilbert
spaceH is embedded in the coding spaceHc via the isomet-
ric encoding operatorVenc: H→K. Now, for any channelT
on S(Hc), a theorem of Knill and Laflamme@3# asserts that
a subspaceK of Hc can serve as aT-corrrecting codeif and
only if there exists some channelS on S(Hc) such that
STuK5 id. In other words,S is the left inverse of the restric
tion of T to S~K!. However, if the channelT on S(Hc) is
strictly contractive, then no subspaceK of Hc is a
T-correcting code. Suppose, to the contrary, that such a
spaceK exists, and let$em% be any orthonormal basis ofK.
Then there also exists some channelSonS(Hc) that satisfies
the Knill-Laflamme condition forT andK. Thus

iST~ uem&^emu2uen&^enu!i15iuem&^emu2uen&^enui1

~62!

for all m, n. But, using Eq.~16! and strict contractivity ofT,
we also have

iuem&^emu2uen&^enui1<k~T!iuem&^emu2uen&^enui1 ,

~63!

which yieldsk(T)[1. SinceT is strictly contractive, this is
a contradiction, and therefore no subspaceK of Hc is a
T-correcting code.

Before we go on, we must mention that the Kni
Laflamme theorem provides also for approximately corre
able channels. That is, let$Ki% be the set of the Kraus op
erators of some channelT on S(Hc). For any subsetL of
$Ki%, we can define the completely positive mapTL via

TL~X!ª (
KiPL

KiXKi* , ; XPB~Hc!. ~64!

Then a subspaceK of Hc can serve as aTL-correcting code
if there exists some channelS on S(Hc) such thatSTLuK
} id. If iT2TLicb is sufficiently small, then the errors mod
eled by the channelT are approximately correctable. Thus,
and of itself, the impossibility of perfect error correction f
strictly contractive channels is not likely to be a serio
problem.

However, strict contractivity also proscribes the existen
of noiseless subsystems in the sense of Knill-Laflamm
Viola @6# and Zanardi@7#, the essence of which we now
summarize. Given some quantum system~computer! Q with
the associated finite-dimensional Hilbert spaceH, we con-
sider the error channelT with Kraus operatorsKi . We define
the interaction algebraK of T as a*-algebra generated b
Ki . It is obvious thatK is an algebra with identity because
the condition( iKi* Ki51. However, since the Kraus repre
sentation of a channelT is not unique, we must make sur
that, for any two choices$Ki% and $Km% of Kraus represen-
tations ofT, the corresponding interaction algebras are eq
Using the fact that any two Kraus representations of a ch
nel are connected via
03230
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m

v imKm , ~65!

wherev im are the entries of a matrixV with V* V51 ~assum-
ing that one of the sets$Ki% and $Km% is padded with zero
operators in order to ensure that they have the same c
nality!, we see that it is indeed the case that the interac
algebra of a channelT does not depend on the particul
choice of the Kraus operators.

The existence of noiseless subsystems ofQ with respect
to T hinges on the reducibility of the interaction algebraK.
SinceK is a uniformly closed*-subalgebra ofB~H!, it is a
finite-dimensionalC* -algebra, and is therefore isomorph
to a direct sum ofr full matrix algebras, each of which ap
pears with multiplicitymi and has dimensionni

2 ~i.e., it is an
algebra ofni3ni complex matrices!. Thus dimK5( i 51

r ni
2.

ThecommutantK8 of K is defined as the set of all operato
XPB(H) that commute with allKPK. From the Wedder-
burn theorem@15# it follows that eachKPK has the form

K5 %
i 51

r

1mi
^ Ki , KiPMni

~C!, ~66!

and that eachK8PK8 has the form

K85 %
i 51

r

Ki8^ 1ni
, Ki8PMmi

~C!. ~67!

Thus dimK85( i 51
r mi

2. We have the corresponding isomo
phism

H. %
i 51

r

Cmi ^ Cni, ~68!

and each factorCmi is referred to as anoiseless subsystem
because it is effectively decoupled from the error channeT.
It is rather obvious that, in order to be of any use, a noise
subsystem must be nontrivial, i.e., at least two-dimensio
Now, if the interaction algebraK is irreducible, then dimK8
51, and no noiseless subsystems exist. There is a sim
criterion of irreducibility of an algebra, the Schur’s lemm
@14#, which states that a* -algebraA is irreducible if and
only if its commutantA8 consists of complex multiples o
the identity. We are now ready to state two main results
this section.

Proposition 2. Let T be a strictly contractive unital chan
nel. ThenT admits no noiseless subsystems.

Proof. Let us pick a Kraus representation$Ki% of T, and
let K be the corresponding interaction algebra. We obse
that if anyXPB(H) belongs toK8, thenX is a fixed point of
T on B~H!. Indeed,

XPK8⇒T~X!5(
i

KiXKi* 5X(
i

KiKi* . ~69!

SinceT is unital, ( iKiKi* 51, and thusT(X)5X. Now, if
XPK8, then X* PK8 as well, which implies thatX1ª(X
1X* )/2 andX2ª(X2X* )/2i belong toK8. Therefore we
6-9
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only need to show that any self-adjointXPK8 has the form
r 1 for somer PR. For any self-adjointX, the operatoruXu
ª(X2)1/2 belongs to the algebra generated byX2, so

X5X* PK8⇒X6ª
uXu6X

2
PK8. ~70!

SinceX5X12X2 andX6>0, we reduce our task to prov
ing that any positiveX in K8 is a multiple of the identity.
Without loss of generality, we may assume thatiXi151.
SinceX>0, we must haveXPS(H); sinceX belongs to the
commutant ofK, it is also a fixed point ofT. Thus X
51/dimH, and the commutantK8 of the interaction algebra
K consists of complex multiples of the identity. j

The proof of Proposition 2 depends in an essential way
the uniqueness of the fixed point of a strictly contract
channel, as well as on the condition satisfied by the Kr
operators of a unital channel. It turns out, however, that
statement of Proposition 2 can be strengthened to includall
strictly contractive channels.

Proposition 3. Let T be a strictly contractive channe
ThenT admits no noiseless subsystems.

Proof. Let K be the interaction algebra of the channelT.
Let us suppose, contrary to the statement of the Proposi
that T admits at least one noiseless subsystem~i.e., K is
reducible!. That is, there exists at least onej P$1, . . . ,r %
such thatmj , nj>2 in Eqs.~66!–~68!. Let K be some closed
subspace ofH. Restricting the channelT to the set

S~K!ª$rPS~H!usuppr#K% ~71!

~where suppr is the orthogonal complement of kerr!, we
note that, by definition, the contractivity modulus of the r
stricted channel cannot exceed the contractivity modulus
T. Let Hj be the j th direct summandCmj ^ Cnj in Eq. ~68!.
Define the channelTj as the restriction ofT to S(Hj ). Then
any Kraus operator ofTj has the form1mj

^ Km whereKm

PMn(C) and

(
m

Km* Km51n . ~72!

Furthermore,k(Tj )<k(T),1. Now Tj is the channel of the
form id^ Sj , whereSj is the channel onS(Cnj) with Kraus
operatorsKm . As we have shown in Sec. III A, channels
this form are not strictly contractive~or even weakly contrac
tive!. Thusk(Tj )51, and the Proposition is proved,reductio
ad absurdum. j

The result of Proposition 3 is quite shocking as it u
equivocally rules out the existence of noiseless subsyst
for any strictly contractive channel. From the standpoint
foundations of the quantum theory, the importance of Pro
sition 3 lies in the fact that it establishes nonexistence
noiseless subsystems for a wide class of physically realiz
quantum computers on the basis of a minimal set of assu
tions. Furthermore, from the mathematical point of view, it
rather remarkable that strict contractivity of a channel
ready implies irreducibility of its interaction algebra. W
must, however, hasten to emphasize that, despite its sw
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ing generality, Proposition 3 should not be considered a
proof of the impossibility of building a reliable quantum
computer. It merely rules out the possibility of buildin
quantum computers with aperfectprotection against errors
modeled by strictly contractive channels.

D. Approximate error correction

At this point we must realize that the results of the p
ceding section are not as unexpected as they may seem.
all, nothing is perfect in the real world. Therefore, our erro
correction schemes must, at best, come as close as pos
to the perfect scenario. Of course, the precise criteria
determining how close a given error-correction scheme is
the ‘‘perfect case’’ will vary depending on the particular sit
ation, but we can state perhaps the most obvious criterio
terms of the distinguishability of channels.

Let us first phrase everything in abstract terms. Let
error mechanism affecting the computer be modeled by so
channelT. We assume that there exists some positived,1,
which, in some way, characterizes the channelT ~it could be
given, e.g., by the minimum of the operator norms of t
Kraus operators ofT, and thus quantify the ‘‘smallest’’ prob
ability of an error occurring!. Let H be the Hilbert space
associated with the computer. Then, for eache.0, we define
a ~e, d!-approximate error-correcting schemefor T to consist
of the following objects.~1! an integern.1; ~2! a Hilbert
spaceHext with dim Hext>dimH; ~3! a channelE: S(H)
→S(Hext), ~4! a channelT̃: S(Hext)→S(Hext), and ~5! a
completely positive~CP! mapTcorr: S(Hext)→S(Hext), such
that the channelT̃ depends uniquely onn, Hext, T, andE; the
CP map Tcorr is correctable~say, in the Knill-Laflamme
sense, or through other means, depending on the partic
situation!; and we have the estimate

iT̃2Tcorricb,dn,e. ~73!

Let us give a concrete example in order to illustrate
above definition. Suppose that the channelT is of the form
id1S with iSicb,d. Then, for anyn, we can write

T^ n5 id1 (
A,$1,...,n%
0,uAu,n

^
k51

n

SiA~k!1S^ n, ~74!

where uAu denotes the cardinality of the setA, and
iA :$1, . . . ,n%→$0,1% is the indicator function ofA. We use
the convention that, for any mapM, M05 id. In other words,
the summation on the right-hand side of Eq.~74! consists of
tensor product terms with one or more identity factors. F
the last term, we haveiS^ nicb,dn.

In this case, given somee.0, we pick suchn that dn

,e and letHextªH^ n. If the CP map given by the sum o
the first two terms on the right-hand side of Eq.~74! is cor-
rectable on some subspaceK of Hext, then the channelE is
defined in a natural way through the composition of the f
lowing two operations:~a! adjoining additionaln21 copies
of H, each in some suitable stater0 , and ~b! restricting to
the subspaceK. This way, we obviously haveT̃ªT^ n and
6-10
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Tcorrª id1 (
A,$1,...,n%
0,uAu,n

^
k51

n

SiA~k!. ~75!

The estimate~73! holds becauseT̃2Tcorr5S^ n. We note that
this construction results in a quantum error-correcting c
that corrects anyn21 errors. We can use similar reasonin
to describe quantum codes that correctk,n errors.

ConstructingHext as a tensor product of a number of co
ies of H, the Hilbert space of the computer, evidently lea
to the usual schemes for fault-tolerant quantum computa
@36#. Other solutions, such as embedding the fini
dimensional Hilbert spaceH in a suitable infinite-
dimensional Hilbert space~e.g., encoding a qubit in a ha
monic oscillator@37#!, can also be formulated in a mann
consistent with our definition above.

Let us now address approximate correctability of stric
contractive errors. In Sec. IV B we have demonstrated t
in the absence of error correction, the sensitivity of quant
memories and computers to such errors grows exponent
with storage and computation time, respectively. LetT be a
strictly contractive error channel. It is obvious that the a
propriate approximate error-correction scheme must be s
that the contraction rate of the ‘‘encoded’’ computer, whe
the errors are now modeled by the channelT̃, is effectively
slowed down. In some cases, straightforward tensor-pro
realization may prove useful~e.g., when the product chann
T^ T is not strictly contractive!. We must recall that, for any
channelS, a necessary condition for correctability isk(S)
51. Thus, if we can find a suitable approximate err
correcting scheme whereT̃ would be well approximated by
some channelTcorr with k(Tcorr)51, we may effectively
slow down the contraction rate by protecting the encod
computer against errors modeled byTcorr. A more ingenious
approach may call for replacing circuit-based quantum co
putation with that in massively parallel arrays of interacti
particles; several such implementations have already b
proposed@38#. It is quite likely that the possible ‘‘encodings
of quantum computation in these massively parallel syste
@39# may offer a more efficient implementation of approx
mate error correction.

Finally, we should mention that the idea of ‘‘approx
mate’’ noiseless subsystems has already been explore
Bacon, Lider, and Whaley@40#. In their work, it is argued
that the symmetry, which is required of a channel in order
noiseless subsystems to exist, is generally broken by pert
ing the channel. They show that, if the perturbations of
channel are ‘‘reasonable,’’ then the noiseless subsystem
stable to second order in time. We must reiterate that
negative results we have stated in the preceding section
only to the nonexistence of ‘‘perfectly’’ noiseless su
systems; in the real world, we would have no choice bu
settle for ‘‘almost perfect’’ anyway.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have offered an argument that error
physically realizable quantum computers are naturally m
eled by strictly contractive channels, i.e., channels that u
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formly shrink, in the trace norm, the set of all density ope
tors of the system under consideration. In particular, no t
density operators in the image of a strictly contractive ch
nel have orthogonal supports, which implies that any m
surement designed to distinguish between these density
erators will err with probability bounded away from zer
This implies, in turn, that there exists some precision thre
old e.0 such that any two density operatorsr, s with ir
2si1,e cannot be distinguished by a particular experime
tally available measuring apparatus.

We can turn this reasoning around by first postulating
existence of a precision thresholde that would quantify re-
solving power of the least precise instrument employed
the experiment. As we have argued, the physical interpr
tion of the precision threshold boils down to limits on o
ability to distinguish between density operators. A nonze
lower bound on the probability of error in optimum quantu
hypothesis testing can thus be taken as an indication tha
combined influence of the environmental noise and exp
mental imprecisions~which, in fact, are quite likely to be
caused by indelible quantum-inechanical effects, such
vacuum fluctuations! can be economically captured by th
concept of a strictly contractive channel.

As we have shown, the setCsc of all strictly contractive
channels on a given systemQ is dense in the setC of all
channels onQ. Since no finite-precision measurement w
be able to distinguish between an arbitrary channelT and
some strictly contractive channelT8, it is reasonable to as
cribe to strictly contractive channels the property of ‘‘expe
mental reality,’’ just as we would ascribe this property
elements of the set@0,2p)ùQ ~whereQ is the set of rational
numbers! in any experiment involving finite-precision mea
surements of angles.

In light of this interpretation, it is important to investigat
the robustness of quantum memories and computers in
presence of strictly contractive errors. We have found that
the absence of error correction, any state stored in a n
quantum register converges exponentially fast to the fi
point of the error channelT, and the rate of convergence
independent of the dimension of the register Hilbert space
other words, the sensitivity of quantum registers to stric
contractive noise is an intensive property, i.e., independen
the register’s size. Similarly, computations performed on
noisy quantum computer with different initial states quick
yield indistinguishable results, again at a rate that does
depend on the computer’s size~number of qubits!. Further-
more, the property of strict contractivity turns out to b
strong enough to proscribe the existence of noiseless
systems of the computer affected by any strictly contract
error channel.

However, these results are more of a blessing than a c
for the future of quantum information processing: they c
tainly indicate that the successful solution of problems fac
by researchers in this field will require models of comput
far more ingenious than networks of one- and two-qu
gates. As we have mentioned above, systems of interac
particles~or quantum cellular automata! may well prove to
be a viable medium for the experimental realization of larg
scale quantum computers. In this respect, we would like
6-11
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point out a possible connection between strictly contrac
channels and ergodic quantum cellular automata@41#. A cel-
lular automaton is ergodic if it possesses a unique invar
state, which it reaches irrespective of initial conditions, a
this is exactly the property shared by quantum systems u
the influence of strictly contractive errors. As an example,
us consider information storage in a quantum cellular
tomaton. It is essential that this automaton be nonergodic
otherwise it would not be able to ‘‘remember’’ anything. A
suming that each cell~site! of the automation is under th
influence of some strictly contractive error channelT, an
interesting problem would be to devise such a transition r
that the automaton would not be ergodic. In this respect,
should mention that, whileT is a strictly contractive channe
it is not at all obvious whetherT^ T is strictly contractive as
well: it has a unique fixed point among the product dens
operators, namely,rT^ rT , but there may also be anothe
fixed point ofT^ T that is not a product density operator.

Finally we mention one more point worth exploring.
our discussion of physically realizable quantum compute
we have implicitly assumed that the~im!precision of all ex-
as
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perimentally available procedures can be traced back to
~im!precision of state preparation, quantified by some thre
old valuee ~i.e., when we say that stater has been prepared
we mean that any states with ir2si1,e may have
emerged from our preparing apparatus!, as well as the
~im!precision of measurements~we would not be able to dis
tinguish any two statesr, s with ir2si1,e!. This is sug-
gestive of Ludwig’s axiomatics of quantum theory@42#, and
it would be theoretically rewarding to consider physica
realizable quantum computers from this axiomatic persp
tive as well.
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